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considerable number of unstructured data, it is
unrealistic to go through and obtain the panoramas
of
relationships
manually.
Consequently,
automatically relation extraction and visualization
techniques become ever more important and
necessary. Some prior work has studied how to
extract food and disease relationships from English
biomedical text (Yang et al., 2011). On Chinese
biomedical text, however, there is relatively little
investigation conducted on food and disease
relation mining. In this paper, we focus on
extracting and visualizing food and disease
relationship from Chinese biomedical text.

Abstract
In this paper, we study how to
automatically extract and visualize food (or
nutrition) and disease relationships from
Chinese publications of Nutritional
Genomics. Different from previous
approaches that mostly apply handcrafted
rules or co-occurrence patterns, we propose
an approach using probabilistic models and
domain knowledge. In particular, we first
utilize encyclopedia to construct a domain
knowledge base, and then develop a
sentence simplification model to simplify
complicated
sentences
we
meet.
Afterwards, we treat relation extraction
issue as a sequence labeling task and adopt
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) models
to extract food and disease relationships.
Finally, these relationships are visualized.
Experimental results on real-world datasets
show that the proposed approach is
effective.

1

S 1 "金 雀 异 黄 素 能 够 影 响 恶 性 黑 色 素 瘤 的 体 外 生
长 ， 并 抑 制 紫 外 线 诱 导 的 D N A氧 化 损 伤 。 "
"G en is tein c o u ld af f ec t th e g r o w th o f m alig n an t
m elan o m a in v itr o an d in h ib it u ltr av io let lig h t
- in d u c ed o x id ativ e D N A d am ag e. "
S 2 "研 究 表 明 绿 茶 能 够 预 防 人 肝 癌 细 胞 Hep G 2 。 "
"I t s u g g es ts th at g r een tea c o u ld p r ev en t Hu m an
h ep ato m a c ell Hep G 2 . "

Figure 1: Example of relation-bearing sentences in
Chinese and their English translation.

Introduction

Advancements in biomedical science has led to
large volume of published research articles,
especially in Nutritional Genomics, an emerging
interdisciplinary that studies the relationship
between human genome, food and diseases
(Hakenberg et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2010;
Tsuruoka et al., 2011). For example, many
researches in Nutritional Genomics study the
relationships between “green tea”, “soy”, “fish oil”
and “tumor diseases”. Mining and drawing a full
picture of these relationships can be adopted in
many practical fields, such as public health
services, drug discovery, etc. However, due to the

Figure 1 shows two examples of Chinese
biomedical sentences and their English translation.
The objective of semantic relationship mining is to
extract all the binary semantic relationships
between food and diseases, such as <金雀异黄素,
影 响 , 黑 色 素 瘤 > (<genistein, affect malignant
melanoma>), <绿茶, 预防, 人肝癌细胞 HepG2>
(<green tea, prevent, human hepatoma cell
HepG2>).
In order to facilitate the explanation, we first
introduce two basic terminologies of relationbearing sentences.
Definition 1: Multiple Relation-bearing Sentence
Multiple relation-bearing sentence (MRS) contains
more than two entities and mutual relationships.
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Take Sentence 1 for example, there is one food
entity—genistein, and two disease entities—
malignant melanoma and DNA damage, and two
relationships. Generally speaking, MRS could be
represented by the following patterns, where M-M,
O-M and M-O respectively represent many-tomany, one-to-many and many-to-one relationships.
Table 1 below shows the multiple relation patterns,
where e represents entity, r represents relation
words/phrase.
Pattern
M-M

Multiple relation patterns
'

'

'

{ e1 , e 2 , ..., e m , r , e1 , e 2 , ..., e n }
'

'

'

{ e1 , e 2 , ..., e m , ( r1 ), e1 , ( r2 ), e 2 , ..., ( rn ), e n }

O-M

'

'

'

{ e , r , e1 , e 2 , ..., e n }
'

'

'

{ e , ( r1 ), e1 , ( r2 ), e 2 , ..., ( rn ), e n }

M-O

'

{ e1 , e 2 , ..., e m , r , e }

Table 1: Multiple relation patterns.
Definition 2: Single Relation-bearing Sentence
Single relation-bearing sentence (SRS) contains
two entities and one relationship. Take Sentence 2
for example, we can see there are two entities (one
food entity and one disease entity) and one
relationship.
Mining semantic relationships from Chinese
biomedical text is very challenging, because the
sentence structure is complicated and most of the
sentences
contain
multiple
relationships.
According to our statistic analysis of 3000
sentences from Chinese biomedical text, about
66% of the sentences are multiple relation-bearing
sentences. Worse still, fewer biomedical resources
such as USDA food database 1 and UMLS Meta
thesaurus 2 are available in Chinese. Due to the
complicated structure of multiple relation-bearing
sentences, traditional methods could not perform
effectively to extract food and disease relationships.
Consequently, we have to simplify them, and then
adopt extraction models to obtain food and disease
relationships.
The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. In the following section we review the
existing literature on semantic relation extraction.
Then, we introduce the proposed approach in
1
2

http://ndb.nal.usda.gov/ndb/foods/list
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/umlsmeta.html
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section 3. We conduct comparative experiments
and present the results in section 4. At last, we
conclude the paper with a summary of our work
and give our future working directions.

2

Related Work

In the field of semantic relation mining, there are
three dominant methods, namely, rule-based,
pattern-based and learning-based
methods
(Finkelstein-Landau, M. and E. Mori, 1999; Bach
and Badaskar, 2007; Weikum and Theobald, 2010;
Zweigenbaum et al., 2007). Next we will introduce
these methods respectively.
Rule-based methods utilize predefined rules to
extract relationships based on part of speech
information (Weikum and Theobald, 2010). For
example, if we want isInstanceOf relation, we can
design extraction rules like <NP0 such as {NP1,
NP2,…NPn}>. Some more sophisticated methods
exploit syntactic information. For example, Fundel
et al., first used a lexicalized parser to generate the
dependency trees of each sentence, and then
adopted four extraction rules to find protein and
gene interactions (Fundel et al., 2007). Rinaldi et
al., (2007) also utilized dependency parsing and
lexicon to extract protein and gene relationships.
However, rule-based methods mainly rely on
handcraft rules, and suffer from low recall due to
the sparseness of extraction rules. In addition, rulebased methods that incorporate syntactic
information can be computationally costly in larger
corpus.
Due to the sparseness issue in handcraft rules,
pattern-based methods aim to construct
comprehensive rules automatically (Hearst, 1992).
Specifically, they are based on the duality of
relationships, and usually adopt bootstrapping
paradigm. For example, Brin (1998) proposed a
pattern-based relation extraction system named
DIPRE, which starts with a small set of seed facts
for one or more relations of interest. Then it
automatically looks for linguistic patterns in
underlying sources as indicators of facts. Finally it
utilizes these patterns to identify new fact
candidates as further hypotheses to populate
relationships. Agichtein and Gravano (2000)
proposed a system called Snowball, which adopts
similar strategy with DIPRE. However, Snowball
does not use exact match, but a similarity function
to group similar patterns instead. Snowball’s

flexible matching system allows for slight
variations in token or punctuation. In pattern-based
methods, the initial patterns may shift during
iterative processes, consequently it is inevitable to
bring in noise. Girju and Moldovan (2002) extract
lexico-syntactic patterns that refer to the causal
relation.
Machine learning-based methods such as SVM and
CRFs (Bundschus et al., 2008; Lafferty et al., 2001)
can also be used in relationship extraction. Some
work views relation extraction as classification
issue, and adopt kernel features to train extraction
models (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005; Zelenko et
al., 2003). Others treat relation extraction as a
sequence labeling issue, and adopt HMM or CRFs
to extract relationships. Bundschus et al., (2008)
adopted CRFs model to extract treatment and
disease relationships. However, effective learning
features of these supervised approaches are derived
from syntax parsers. Unfortunately, due to the
complicated structure of biomedical sentences, few
parsers perform well in Chinese biomedical
sentences. When the sentence structure is
complicated or the sentence contains multiple
relationships, traditional methods cannot perform
well (Jonnalagadda et al., 2009).

3

The Proposed Approach

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the mining
system. The inputs are unstructured biomedical
texts, and the outputs are food and disease
relationships. The system consists of four modules:
(1) biomedical data server (BDS); (2) knowledge
mining engine (KME); (3) relationship mining
engine (RME); and (4) relationship visualization
engine (RVE).
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the proposed approach.

R elatio n M in in g En g in e

System Architecture

Bio m ed ic al D ata S er v er

K n o w led g e M in in g En g in e

In this section, we will first introduce the
architecture of the mining system, and then
illustrate how to build domain knowledge base.
After that, sentence simplification model will be
introduced. In the end, we will explain how to
utilize CRFs model to extract food and disease
relationship on the basis of sentence simplification.

3.1

BDS collects biomedical texts by crawling
scientific literature website such as wanfang.com.
Then, web pages are cleaned to remove HTML
tags, after that, abstracts in biomedical articles are
extracted and splitted into sentences according to
punctuations. Finally, word segmentation and part
of speech tagging are conducted.
KME utilizes encyclopedia and biomedical
corpus to construct knowledge base. Firstly, KME
extracts food and disease entities from
encyclopedia. Treating food and disease entities as
anchor, KME adopts association rules to discover
relation words from biomedical corpus. Finally,
KME combines entities with relation words to
construct domain knowledge base.
RME is the key part of the system, which
includes three steps. Firstly, RME utilizes CRFs
models and domain knowledge to extract food and
disease entities. Secondly, it uses food and disease
entities as anchors to simplify multiple relationbearing sentences. Finally, CRFs models equipped
with domain knowledge and other learning features
are trained to extract relation words from
simplified biomedical sentences.
RVE visualizes food and disease relationships.
Figure 3 illustrates the visualization results of
green tea and tumor disease relationships.

Figure 3: Food and disease relationship visualization results, red nodes represent green tea and its
extractions, while green ones represent tumor disease entities.

3.2

manage these contents. We will explain them in
details as follows:

Knowledge Base Construction

To construct a knowledge base, we need to extract
food and disease entities and relation words. In
particular, we first extract food and disease entities
from three original data sources: Wikipedia
Chinese version, Baidu Baike, and Hudong Baike.
In these encyclopedias, concepts belonging to the
same class are organized together. Therefore, we
select 11 related categories such as “ 健康饮 食
(healthy food)”, “ 营养学(nutrition)” and “ 疾病
(disease)”. After that, we collect food and disease
entities from these 11 categories and assign each
entity a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). The
URI is defined according to the following schema
“kb/category/entityName”. In the schema, field
“category” is used to alleviate homonyms issues.
For example, in our knowledge base, the URI of
“apple” is defined as “kb/fruit/apple” instead of
“kb/company/apple”.
Through analyzing the content of each page,
we extract 5 types of contents to construct domain
knowledge,
“Title”,
“Alias”,
“Category”,
“Redirect”, “Related Term”. Besides the above 5
types of contents, we also extract “Function” and
“Primary Constituent” for food entities. We use
Dublin Core (DC) metadata and Simple
Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) to
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Title:
The titles in Hudong Baike are used as labels for
the corresponding food and disease entities directly.
Field “entityName” in URI is the same as title,
which is represented by dc:title.
Alias:
In Wikipedia, editors may use alias to represent the
same entity. For example, [[樱| 樱桃]] ([[cherry|
prunus]]) will produce a link to \樱桃 while the
displayed anchor is \ 樱 . We call the displayed
anchors as the aliases and represent them using
skos:exactMatch.
Category:
Categories describe the subjects of a given entity,
and we use dcterms:subject to present categories
for the corresponding entities. skos:broader and
skos:narrower are used to represent hyponymy
relationships.
Redirection:
Encyclopedias usually use redirections to solve the
synonymous problem. Redirection relations are
described by skos:closeMatch to connect two
entities.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:skos="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://kb/food/soy_isoflavones">
<dc:title>soy_isoflavones</dc:title>
<skos:exactMatch>http://kb/food/isoflavones</skos:exactMatch>
<dcterms:subject>food</dcterms:subject>
<skos:relatedMatch>http://kb/food/soybean_saponin</skos:relatedMatch>
<kb:function>http://kb/disease/osteoporosis</kb:function>
<kb:constituent>http://kb/food/daidzin</kb:constituent>
<kb:relationWord>http://kb/relationWord/prevent</kb:relationWord>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

Figure 4: A snippet of domain knowledge base.
Related Term:
In Hudong Baike and Baidu Baike, there are
related entities of a given entity. For example,
related entities of “大豆异黄酮 (soy isoflavones)”
are “大豆皂苷(soybean saponin)”, “葛根异黄酮
(pueraria isoflavones)”. skos:relatedMatch is used
to represent Related Terms.
Function:
Function represents therapeutic efficacy of
corresponding food. For example, “ 大豆异黄酮
(soy isoflavones)” has effect on “ 骨 质 疏 松
(osteoporosis)” and “ 乳 腺 癌 (breast cancer)”.
kb:function is used to represent Function.
Primary Constituent:
Primary constituent of a given food are represented
by kb:constituent, for example the primary
constituent of “ 大 豆 异 黄 酮 (soy isoflavones)”
includes “大豆甙(daidzin)”, “大豆甙元(daidzein)”
and “染料木甙(genistin)”.
After concepts extraction, we utilize food and
disease entities as anchor to extract relation words
from biomedical corpus. In relation-bearing
sentences, relation words are usually verbs, verb or
prepositional phrases, such as “prevent”, “reduce
mortality” and “with the increased risk of”, etc.
Specifically, we use extraction patterns like “<F
verb D>”; “<F verb phrase D>” and “<F
prepositional phrase D>” to extract relation words.
“F” and “D” represent food and disease entity,
respectively. After relation words extraction, we
filter out relation words those less than 5 times. We
also assign a URI kb/relationWord/word to each
103

relation word and use kb:relationWord to represent
relations.
Finally, we use Resource Description
Framework (RDF) to describe the knowledge base.
Due to the limited space, Figure 4 shows a snippet
of domain knowledge base.

3.3

Sentence Simplification

As discussed above, the characteristic complexity
of the sentences in biomedical text challenges the
relationship mining task. Recently, researchers
have paid attention to simplifying sentences (Bach
et al., 2011; Jonnalagadda et al., 2009). However,
these approaches usually use syntax information as
learning features or to generate rules. This is a
chicken and egg problem. Inspired by (Bach et al.,
2011), we develop a new sentence simplification
model without using syntax parser. Moreover, ours
uses domain knowledge to incorporate more
constrains to reduce the search space and
computational complexity. Benefits of this
sentence simplification model are twofold: 1)
Sentence structure is simplified, second, 2) Since
we can obtain more simple sentences that contain
only one-one relationship, it alleviates the data
sparseness problem.
For a given multiple relation sentence, let SF
and SD be food and disease entity set and SV be
verb set. By combination, we have n=|SF |*|SV
|*|SD| simple sentences in candidate set C. HSS
uses Function (1) and (2) to find out m=|SF |*|SD|
qualified simple sentences as the simplified results.
Where si is simple sentence candidate and c is the
complicated sentence. wT is the weight vector,

which needs to be estimated from training data. f(si) 3.4 Semantic Relation Mining
is the feature function vector.
3.4.1 Extraction Model
m
a rg m a x  p ( s | c )
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i 1
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i

Besides the word count and distance features in
(Bach et al., 2011), we adopt several other learning
features such as semantic features to model where
the verb is semantic related to the relation words in
domain knowledge base; entity class features to
ensure that subject and object of simple sentences
are food and disease entities; context features to
model the part-of-speech information in relation
words’ contexts.
The workflow of the sentence simplification
model is as follows: First, we extract all the food
and disease entities by CRFs model and domain
knowledge, and then we combine the food and
disease entities with verbs to form simple sentence
candidates. If we get n entities and m verbs, we can
obtain n*m*(n-1) simple sentence candidates.
Finally, we use the constraints to find true simple
sentences.
Figure 5 illustrates an example of the sentence
simplification procedure. In Figure 5, the initial
sentence contains two disease entities “HepG2”
and “gastric cancer”, one food entity “green tea”
and two verbs “suggest” and “prevent”. Therefore,
we have 3*2*2=12 simple sentence candidates as
shown in Figure 5. Through semantic feature and
entity class feature constraints, sentences using
verb “suggest” as predicate verbs and sentences
using disease entities as subject are filtered out
from the candidate set. Finally, two sentences in
shaded rectangles are obtained as single relationbearing sentences.
It suggests that green tea could prevent HepG2 and gastric cancer
green tea
green tea
suggest
HepG2

gastric cancer
HepG2

prevent

Figure 5: Workflow
simplification model.

gastric
cancer

of

the

sentence
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We adopt CRFs models to extract relation words,
because CRFs models are considered to be
effective to solve the sequence labeling problem
(Lafferty et al., 2011). In addition, we can adopt
flexible and abundant features such as lexical
features, linguistic features and contextual clues to
the process of CRFs model learning. Given a
simple sentence of tokens, x=x1x2…xn, we need to
generate a sequence of labels y=y1y2…yn. We
define the set of possible label values as BIO to
represent relation word.
We use a linear-chain CRF based on an
undirected graph G=(V, E), where V is the set of
random variables. Y={Yi|1≤i≤n} and E={(Yi-1,Yi)|
1≤i≤n } is the set of edges forming a linear chain.
For a given sentence x, the conditional probability
of a sequence of labels y is defined as follows:
p( y | x) 





exp  
 f (e, y | , x ) 
 g (v, y | , x ) 

k k
e
k k
v
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 e  E , k
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where fk and gk are binary feature indicator functio
ns and λk and μk are weights assigned for each featu
re functions. Z(x) is a normalization factor of all st
ate sequences.
3.4.2 Features Sets
One character that makes CRFs so attractive is that
they transform the sequence labeling problem into
finding an appropriate training feature set. In this
paper, we define the following training features for
each token/word xi in an input sentence x.
Word Features:
We use two types of word features: unigram and
bigram as learning features. In particular, we first
remove stop words and then extract every single
word as unigram feature and every two adjacent
words as bigram feature. Bigram features can
capture useful relation information, such as
“reduce risk” and “decreased mortality”, etc.
Part of Speech Features:
As relation words are mainly verbs, prepositional
and verb phrases, part of speech might also play an
important role in contributing to relation extraction.

In particular, we adopt Stanford tagger3 to produce
part of speech features.
Lexical Features:
In addition to word features and part of speech
features, the model could also benefit from domain
knowledge. In this research, we incorporate
domain knowledge in the form of lexical features.
For each token xi, we include a binary feature that
indicates whether or not the token is in our domain
knowledge base.

4

Datasets and Evaluation Criteria

2 p recisio n * reca ll

#Sentence

#Entities

#Relationships

Dataset 1

3108

2035

/

Dataset 2

706

629

1485

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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Table 2: Statistics of the datasets.

4.2

Since there is no open and available dataset for
food and disease relationship mining task available
in Chinese, we collect experimental dataset from
wanfang.com and annotate it by three interns. We
collected 3108 relation-bearing sentences, and used
them as Dataset 1 to evaluate the performance of
food and disease entity extraction. We randomly
selected 706 sentences as Dataset 2 to evaluate the
performance of food and disease relation extraction.
The statistics of the annotated results are shown in
Table 2.
In order to verify the degree of agreement
among three annotators, we adopted Fleiss’ Kappa
(Sim and Wright, 2005) to evaluate the consistency
of annotated results. The Fleiss’ Kappa of Dataset
1 and Dataset 2 are 0.87 and 0.82, which shows
strong consistency. To construct the final gold
standard, we adopted the following procedure. For
sentences that have received the same labels from
all three annotators, we assigned this agreed-upon
label. For a small number of sentences that have
received different assessments, we had all three
annotators go through these sentences and discuss
their assessments with each other in a face-to-face
meeting. We then used their consensual assessment
as the final label.
Based on the above manually constructed gold
standard, precision, recall and F-Measure are used
in our experiments to evaluate the proposed
approach, in which precision is defined as the ratio
3

F  m ea su re 

Experiments

In this section, we first describe the dataset used in
the experiments and then we report our experiment
results to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach.

4.1

between the number of correctly extracted
entities/relationships and the total number of
entities/relationships extracted by the system,
while recall is calculated as the number of
correctly extracted entities/relationships divided by
the total number of entities/relationships in the
original sentences and F-measure is the weighted
harmonic mean of the precision and recall.

Food and Disease Entity Extraction
Results

We use Dataset 1 to evaluate food and disease
entity extraction performance. Specifically, we
randomly select 50% as training data and the rest
as testing data and repeat the experiment 10 times.
We adopt CRFs as extraction models. Table 3
shows the average precision, recall and F-measure.
From Table 3, we can see that CRFs model
achieves promising results. Since sentence
simplification model exploits entity type
information as anchors to simplify multiple
relation-bearing sentences, effective entity
extraction model is very important for relation
extraction.

Food
Entity
Disease
Entity

Precision

Recall

F-measure

98.7

84.6

91.1

99.2

84

91

Table 3: Food and disease entity extraction results.

4.3

Food and Disease Relation Extraction
Results

We implement a pattern-based method using
strategy (Brin, 1998) and Yang’s method as
baselines. Table 4 shows the average precision,
recall and F-measure. From Table 4, we can see

FDRM outperforms both PB and Yang’s method,
and FDRM increases precision, recall and Fmeasure by 2.4%, 2.3% and 2.4% respectively.
Method

Ave
Precision

Ave
Recall

Ave
F-measure

PB

0.681

0.689

0.677

Yang

0.738

0.747

0.732

FDRM

0.762

0.77

0.756

References

Table 4: Food and disease relation extraction
results.
Figure 6 shows the F-measure in l0 experiments.
From Figure 6, we can see that FDRM outperforms
the baselines across all experiments.
0.8

FDRM

0.78

Yang

0.76

PB

0.74
0.72
0.7

0.68
0.66
0.64
0.62
0.6

data1 data2 data3 data4 data5 data6 data7 data8 data9 data10

Figure 6: Relation mining results on F-measure.
We also conduct pairwise t-test to evaluate the
improvement is significant or not. The p-values of
FDRM and Yang, PB are 1.6E-04 and 3.75E-06
respectively and indicate the improvement is significant.

5

reference resolution in the mining process. And we
also plan to analyze polarity and strength of food
and disease relationships.

Conclusion

In this study, we propose a hybrid approach to
extract and visualize food and disease relationships
from Chinese biomedical text. As part of our work,
we construct a domain knowledge base and
develop a sentence simplification model.
Experimental results on real-world datasets show
the approach is promising. In addition, we find
some interesting relationships, such as “<fresh
milk, increase risk, lung cancer>”. We believe that
this study is just the first step in food and disease
relationship mining and much more work needs to
be done to further explore the issue. In our ongoing
work, we will utilize more sophisticated nature
language processing techniques such as co106
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